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Problem
44% women abuse related injury by spousal violence the impact of lifetime physical, 12% are pregnancy, 79% psychological on mental health status was associated with a higher severity of depressive symptoms. 40% were solved the problem from family member.

Evidence
Searches terms included Abuse, Women and child Abuse, PTSD, Family Violence, Nursing therapeutic. Via Pub Med, CINAHL, Cochrane.org and Google.com. 5 relevant research studies were selected for the study. These were classified as level C, D. The review concluded evidence that using clinical nursing practice guideline.

Strategy
In Accident and Emergency Room, Abuse Patients were treated the injury physical. Psychological problems, they are anxiety, hopeless, don’t coping and suicidal attempts. They are not privacy. They are need therapeutic from nurses. And then follow disciplinary teams tomorrow.

Practice Change
The guide line was tested with 10 abuse clients serviced at OPDAE. Counseling crisis problem, sharing and coping for decision making of patients.

Evaluation
Evaluation following on nursing guideline. Opening question for the patient. And then, the data were statistically analyzed through the frequency distribution, percentage, mean, standard deviation and satisfactions.

Results
A total of 10 abuse patients, 80% child abuse patients, 20% women abuse patients. The results showed that 100% standard practices on 14 processes. Explore scale of satisfaction 0-10 points, result was mean as 8.7, standard deviation as 1.57.

Recommendations
Continue of the expertise have necessary processes or standardized of help the patients. They should focused attention, because they are groups high risk. Interdisciplinary should focused attention.
Lessons Learned
The nurses can be defined the patients and developed the evidence for help them. Interdisciplinary should helped the patients. Protection by readmission.
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